Present angular force models for lattice dynamical behaviour of body centered cubic (bcc) metals have been analysed for the satisfaction of rotational invariance and general equilibrium conditions. It has been found that most of the angular force models (except that due to Clark et al.) are deficient and leave the lattice under stress. Further it has been inferred that either the axially symmetric or the central pair potential schemes, incorporating the concept of electron pressure, provide the realistic picture of lattice excitations in metals.
Angular force models are currently being used to study [1 -3] the lattice dynamical behaviour of bcc metals. Recently Verma and the present author [4] have established that there is hardly any justification in the assumption that angular interactions couple the metallic ions. Upadhyaya [5] has also concluded that angular interactions produce no additional results and create confusion: these models need not to be retained in further lattice dynamical calculations. In view of these remarks it has been thought worthwhile to analyse the mathematical contents of the various angular force models [6 -9] . The present analysis shows that (a) all angular force models for bcc metals are identical as far as their parametric representation is concerned, (b) the angular force model developed by Clark et al. [6] stands valid to the test of symmetry requirement of rigid body rotation and (c) the remaining angular force models [7 -9] , when subjected to a proper equilibrium condition accounting for short and long range electron response to the ionic motion, produce better results on phonon dispersion in metals. Further it has been noted that axially symmetric [10] or central pair potential [11] models, modified to contain proper equilibrium conditions, provide a more justified and the successful description of the lattice waves in the metals.
The survey of the present literature on angular force models reveals that there exist four different types of angular force models, which have been employed for lattice dynamical studies of bcc metals. They are those proposed by de Launay [7] , Hendricks et al. [8] , Clark et al. [6] and Rani and Gupta [9] . The elements of dynamical matrices for these models are given in the following lines:
de Launay model [7] Dn (q) = ! (aq + 2 a') (1 -Cx C2 C3) + 4 a, St* + 2 a" (2 -C/-CV)
where Sj = sin a qi), Ci = cos (\ a q,), C{ = oos (a qi)
a is the lattice constant and qi is the i-th component of the phonon wave vector q. oq , a2 are the radial and a, a" are the angular force constants for the nearest and the next nearest neighbours, respectively. Clark et al. model [6] Dn (q)=8(ß1
where ßx, ß2 are the central and Y1, Y2 the angular force constants for the nearest and the next nearest neighbours, respectively.
Hendricks et al. model [3]
where o!, o2 are the central force constants for the nearest and the next nearest neighbours, respectively, and o3 is the angular force constant for the nearest neighbours only.
Rani and Gupta model [9] Z>11(q)=8(a + 8^2)(l-C1C2C3)
where a, ß are the central and Kx, K2 are the angular force constants for the nearest and the next nearest neighbouring ions.
If we compare the elements of the dynamical matrices of these models we get the following relations expressing the perfect equivalence between the disposable parameters:
The expression for the compressibility (K) may also be derived by evaluating the respective dynamical matrices in the long wave length limit and then comparing them to the Christoffel equation of elasticity. The expression thus obtained may be written as 
o a It may be recalled that the symmetry requirement of rigid body rotation demands that the compressibility should be independent of the angular force constants. It is thus clear that all the angular force models, except the one due to Clark et al. [6] , violate this symmetry requirement of rotational invariance. The condition of rotational invariance imposes a new constraint on to the angular force parameters of the three deficient models i. e. the de Launay [7] , Hendricks et al. [8] and Rani and Gupta [9] models. This constraint may now be written as a' + a" = o3 = 8 ^, + 3^ = 0.
In view of Eq. (7), the contribution of the de Launay [7] and Hendricks et al. [8] angular forces towards the Cauchy discrepancy vanishes, and these forces loose their importance on this account. However, the angular forces due to Clark et al. [6] and Rani and Gupta [9] do contribute towards the Cauchy discrepancy; in the former scheme both angular force constants (i^ and Y2) equally contribute, while in the later scheme only one angular force constant (K1 or K2) contributes effectively to the Cauchy discrepancy.
The metallic lattices may be considered as many body assemblies of the constituent ions and electrons. The effect of the conduction electrons in the angular force models is obviously limited to the screening of the inter-ionic interactions leading to the short range character of these forces, which is not wholly justified on various theoretical [12] and experimental [13] grounds in general. The electron pressure contribute significantly towards the lattice stability of metals. Some recent studies [14 -16] have considered this stability under the combined effect of the ionic and the electron pressure. These studies have calculated the electron pressure in Hartree approximation, which is open to question. For considering the lattice stability properly we have to account for all the volume dependent electron energies i. e. Fermi, exchange and correlation energies, all of which govern the electron response to the ionic motion. The potential expressing the electron-electron interaction may be written on the basis of two different approaches [17] i. e. the independent particle approach and the collective motion approach. The electron pressure (Pe) may be calculated using a correct expression of the electron-potential i-e.
where Q ( = | n rs 3 a0 3 ) is the atomic volume. This electron pressure Pe counter balances the ionic pressure for the maintenance of the crystal equilibrium in general. This concept of crystal equilibrium can duely be incorporated in either the central pair potential model [11] or the axially symmetric model [10] . The present author [18] has shown that the dispersion relations in metals can efficiently be explained on the basis of the central pair potential model modified for the equilibrium.
It may again be noted that the angular forces in Clark et al. [6] scheme appear to represent the electron pressure partially in quite a different manner. This is possibly the reason for the success of this scheme. In view of the rotational invariance condition [Equation (7)]. The remaining angular force models [7 -9] do not include this effect of the electron pressure and leave the crystal under stress, which is to be remedied. We have equated the angular force constants to the electron pressure (Pe) calculated from Equation (8) . It has been found that the deficient angular force models [7 -9] with electron pressure lead to better results on phonon dispersion as compared to those given by the Clark et al. [6] scheme. The details of these calculations shall be reported shortly. It may be mentioned that the axially symmetric model [10] , the central pair potential model [11] and the angular force models (Particularly those due to de Launay [7] and Clark et al. [8] ) are equivalent [19 -21] with each other. Hence it again appears more justified to use either the axially symmetric [10] or the central pair potential [11] models for describing the lattice dynamical behaviour of the metals.
Conclusion
It can be concluded that all the existing angular force models for the bcc metals are identical in terms of their disposable parameters. The angular force model due to Clark et al. [6] obeys the rotational invariance condition, but it only partly satisfies the equilibrium condition. The remaining angular force models [7 -9] neither satisfy the rotational invariance condition nor account for the equilibrium of the lattice. In general, the angular force models [6 -9] do not provide a justified description of the lattice waves in bcc metals. The axially symmetric model [10] or the central pair potential model [11] , modified to include the equilibrium condition may successfully be used to study the crystal dynamics of the metals.
